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Outer leaf symptoms: Necrotic windows (NW)
Veinal necrosis (VN)

NW

VN

Core leaf symptoms: veinal chlorosis, chlorotic flecking

What factors lead to high incidence of
lettuce dieback?
• Flooding or poorly drained soil
• Secondary factors that may be related to
drainage issues and disease:
– Elevated salinity and/or nitrates
– Plant stress
– Soil saturation
• Long days and/or high temperatures

Until recently it was believed
that lettuce dieback was caused
exclusively by tombusvirus
(TBSV or MPV) infection of
lettuce under specific
environmental conditions leading
to disease development

Three tombusviruses are known to infect
lettuce and all three are prevalent in
production areas*
Moroccan pepper virus (MPV) and Tomato
bushy stunt virus (TBSV) cause disease on
lettuce, but share only 80% nucleotide identity
across their genomes, varying particularly in
the CP region.
Cucumber necrosis virus (CNV) infects but does
not cause disease on lettuce. CNV shares 72%
nucleotide identity.
* Obermeier et al., 2001, Phytopathology 91: 797-806

Comparison of lettuce tombusvirus
isolates from CA and AZ
• Isolates collected over time by S. Koike, other
UC and UA extension specialists, PCAs and
growers
• Tombusvirus infection confirmed by RT-PCR
using tombusvirus species-specific and genus
specific primers.
• CP gene amplicons were sequenced and
compared with one another and well-known
tombusvirus isolates

MPV Type
*

TBSVOther

*

TBSV-Cherry
type

Comparisons of
phylogenetic
relationships
among CP genes of
MPV and TBSV
lettuce isolates with
those of selected
tombusvirus
isolates from
throughout the
world

VIRUS SOURCE (TBSV Isolates)

TBSV-CH

MPV-L2

SANTAMARIA.2012
KINGCITY.L11
YUMA.2012
SALINAS.2012.1
SALINAS.L1
YUMA.2011.1
ARROYOGRANDE.L10
SALINAS.2012.2
COACHELLA.2007
SOLEDAD.2011
YUMA.2011

100
100
99.7
99.7
99.7
99.7
99.7
99.0
98.7
98.5
97.7

65.2
65.2
65.2
65.2
65.0
65.2
65.0
65.0
64.5
64.7
64.2

IMPERIAL.TOMATO.2009

73.8

60.9

COLORADO.TOMATO.1999

73.5

61.4

TBSV.JAPAN{NIPPLEFRUIT}
TBSV.SHIZ-1{JAPAN}
TBSV.BS3
TBSV.STATICE
TBSV.NAG-4{JAPAN}
TBSV-CHERRY
MPV-L2
CNV

73.5
73.0
72.8
72.8
68.6
100
65.2
38.9

61.1
60.4
60.6
60.6
63.7
65.2
100
33.9

VIRUS SOURCE (MPV Isolates)

TBSV-CH

MPV-L2

CARRLAKE.1-4
CARRLAKE.1-8
MPV.PG83
MPV.EM81
SALINAS.2012
SALINAS.2002
CHUALAR.L4
NEWMEXICO.TOMATO.2000
MPV.PM75
MPV.ITALY

65.2
65.2
65.2
65.2
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0

100
100
98.5
98.5
99.5
99.7
99.2
99.7
98.7
98.5

MPV.G{IRAN}

64.7

98.7

CARRLAKE.1-9

64.5

99.0

CHUALAR1998.L9
TBSV-CHERRY
MPV-L2
CNV

64.5
100
65.2
38.9

99.2
65.2
100
33.9

Timeline of Lettuce Dieback Studies
• 1930s: Brown blight a problem for western lettuce growers
• 1939-41: Introduction of Imperial varieties of iceberg lettuce
resulted in elimination of brown blight in iceberg lettuce.
• 1980s-90s: A new disease emerged affecting all noniceberg/crisphead lettuce types and was named ‘river disease,’
and eventually ‘lettuce dieback.’
• 2001: Two tombusviruses found to cause lettuce dieback disease
• 2005: The Tvr1 gene identified as the gene controlling lettuce
dieback, and likely brown blight.
• 2011-12: Reliable and consistent primer detection developed for
MPV, TBSV, and related tombusviruses in lettuce.
• 2014 (approx.) Emergence of a high proportion of tombusvirus
negative lettuce with dieback-like symptoms, suggesting another
pathogen may be involved in disease development.

The search for new pathogens associated with
lettuce dieback disease
• Requested lettuce dieback samples from UCCE and growers with
dieback like symptoms.
• Tested lettuce samples for the presence of TBSV and MPV, as
well as using ‘degenerate primers’ to identify related
tombusviruses and determine if other known viruses may be
present. Selected those testing negative.
• Passaged virus by grinding sap and manually inoculating leaves
of test plants (mechanical transmission) to confirm presence of
virus in tombusvirus-negative lettuce samples showing dieback
symptoms.
• Extracted total RNA from both lettuce and test plants and
sequenced the transcriptomes (all RNA) of several symptomatic
lettuces and test plants.
– Compared results to all known viruses
– Identified new viruses consistently associated with infection.

Step 1: Test plant symptoms
• Lettuce testing negative for MPV or TBSV by RTPCR was passaged to test plants to confirm that a
virus was present.
• Passages from lettuce to Nicotiana benthamiana, N.
clevelandii, Chenopodium quinoa, Datura
stramonium, spinach and pepper often yielded
infections.
• Patterns were identified with certain test plants
developing unique symptoms differing from those
caused by TBSV and MPV.

Progression of symptoms on
N. benthamiana following
passage from symptomatic
lettuce

LDaV shares some similarity in symptoms on test plants to
tombusviruses, but side-by-side tests are needed.

Step 2: First try at RNA analysis
• RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and small RNA
sequencing were conducted on selected
samples.
• Samples were analyzed for virus sequences
using genomics applications.

Initial testing of six lettuce samples from 2016-17
Virus sequences identified from lettuce samples included many
viruses commonly found in lettuce, such as*:
• Lettuce big-vein associated virus (LBVaV)
• Mirafiori lettuce big vein virus (MLBVV
• Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV)
• Potyvirus-like sequence (one sample)
As well as a few surprises, such as*:
• Tomato mild mottle virus (one sample)
• Tomato mosaic virus and Tobacco mosaic virus-like sequences
* Results obtained using RNA-seq, sRNA analysis, and VirFind.

What this meant…
• Results did not show anything of tremendous
interest.
• We identified viruses known to occur in lettuce
that cause other diseases (big vein and tospovirus),
as well as a few surprises.
• The surprises (ToMV and ToMMV) needed
further vetting to indicate anything of substance.
• It was determined that more analysis was needed,
but we would change sequencing labs for analysis
in hope of obtaining novel virus sequences.

Further RNA Analysis 2017-18
• RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was conducted by a
commercial company on additional six selected
isolates from 2017-18. Prior to testing samples were
vetted by passages to test hosts and RT-PCR to
eliminate those less likely to identify causative
agents.
• Analysis was done in collaboration with a USDAARS colleague in Beltsville in conjunction with his
own samples being run by the same company.
• Results yielded consistent identification of two new
viruses across nearly all samples, as well as some of
the same viruses seen previously.

Unknown Virus #1
5/6 samples appear to have a dsDNA virus present, likely a member
of the Caulimoviridae, in the genus Soymovirus, based on homology
to two soymoviruses and a Solendovirus (related genus).
• Most sequences matching the Soymoviruses include 3800 to 6500
nts sharing 61-66% identity with the closest known relative.
• Genomes of viruses in the Caulimoviridae are usually about 8,100
nts in length, and viruses are usually aphid-transmitted. Seed
transmission is unlikely.
• This virus was absent in the sample from Yuma, but was present in
all Salinas Valley samples analyzed, both directly from lettuce, and
from passages to spinach and N. benthamiana.
• The virus is unlikely to be soil-borne as would be expected for
association with dieback but further study is needed for clarity.
• May be worth further monitoring for this virus, but not likely
associated with lettuce dieback.

Unknown virus #2
5/6 samples from the Salinas Valley, and one from Yuma were
infected with a virus related to those in the family Phenuiviridae,
Order Bunyavirales.
• Sequences of 6416-8347 nucleotides (large percentage) shared
31-36% identity with Watermelon crinkle leaf associated virus
from China (distantly related), which was recently identified as
well, but for which no biological information is available.
• This means it is a distinct virus, unlike known viruses, but the
genetics and consistent association with dieback suggest it may
be associated with lettuce dieback disease.
• The virus is mechanically transmissible based on presequencing studies conducted by the Salinas lab, but vector
relationships are unknown for this virus and the Watermelon
crinkle leaf assoc. virus to which it shows homology.
• Some questions remain, but this is the prime suspect:
Nicknamed Lettuce dieback associated virus (LDaV)

RT-PCR evaluation of 957 nt section of LDaV from frozen
archived lettuce dieback samples to identify association
between LDaV, tombusviruses, and lettuce dieback disease
YEAR

# PLANTS
TESTED

% TOMBUS

% LDaV

PRE 2011*

17

100

29

2011

9

100

78

2012

12

100

67

2013

4

0

75

2014

24

17

58

2015

11

33

91

2016

6

0

67

2017

17

0

65

2018

4

0

75

TOTAL

108

*ALL RNA EXTRACTS WERE CONFIRMED TO BE VIABLE BY RT-PCR
RE-AMPLIFCATION OF THE TOMBUSVIRUS

Genetic comparisons 957 nt RdRp gene region of LDaV
among isolates collected from proximal and distant
lettuce production regions
YEAR

LOCATION

TYPE/VARIETY

% MATCH to 2018*

2009

Monterey County

cv Salanova

100

2011

Salinas

Romaine lettuce

97

2012

Salinas

Butter lettuce

99

2013

Fresno County

Romaine lettuce

99

2014

Gonzales

Romaine lettuce

99

2015

Yuma, Arizona

Romaine lettuce

94

2016

King City

Romaine lettuce

99

Locations where new LDaV has been confirmed to date:
Salinas Valley, Yuma, AZ, Santa Maria, San Benito Co.,
Coachella Valley

What is LDaV?
• Likely a member of the family Phenuiviridae, order
Bunyavirales.
• We still have limited numbers of isolates, and do not know
how much genetic variability may exist or whether we are
able to detect all isolates yet.
• All known plant viruses in this family infect monocots (maize,
rice, etc.). It is possible LDaV will fall into its own genus.
• LDaV could have an insect vector (based on other members of
the Phenuiviridae), but clearly has been around a very long
time and is highly associated with plants showing dieback
symptoms.
• Seed transmission seems unlikely based on related viruses.
• What kind of soil-borne organisms that like moist soil could
possibly serve as vectors?

Next Steps:
• Conduct additional NGS and RT-PCR to determine
further genetic variability among isolates of LDaV and
identify additional viral RNAs. Currently have 8,300 nt
RNA1.
• Isolate the new virus in local lesion host plants and
obtain several pure isolates from different regions.
Compare symptom expression on test hosts and lettuce
with those of TBSV and MPV in side-by-side tests.
• Continue evaluation of additional fields this summer for
LDaV, TBSV and MPV.
• Purify virus (likely from alternate host) and attempt to
reintroduce through roots to establish disease and
determine performance of Tvr1 gene against LDaV.

Eventually:
• Assuming LDaV is a causative agent for lettuce
dieback or “the real” causative agent, what is the role
of MPV and TBSV, which were widely associated with
this disease through 2014, but have rarely been
identified since.
• What impact do field environmental conditions have
on disease development and virus interactions in
lettuce?
• Does LDaV have a vector? What would it be? How
does it get into plants?
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